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D. 'SINGING SANDS.'
de, vauqkan cornish has kindly supplied the following obser-
vations after a conversation on the subject with me :
About my idea that the big noise of sands in the desert may be
due to reverberation upon a gliding plane within the dune, I
send you this note to supply something that you can refer to at
your convenience.
My idea of the mechanism—an idea to be tested locally—is that,
as the surface sand grains on the loose, steep, lee slope of the dune
roll down as the result of any slight disturbance, they engage and
entrain those immediately beneath, and these in turn entrain
those under them, the disturbance deepening ; and all the while
the noises which the sand grains make increase, but have a con-
fused character. At last, however, a definite plane is reached
where the propagation downward of the disturbance ceases ; and
that this under-surface should be definite and plane, or nearly
plane, seems natural enough when one recalls the fact that sand
which remains long under pressure acquires a considerable degree
of fixity, without the presence of any cementing material.
The change from a confused noise to a steady roar which you
noticed, I attribute, subject to some crucial test, to the passage of
the superincumbent sand over this sloping floor. That such
internal planes of gliding occur in the movement of soil of a clayey
nature I know from my observations of the great landslides in the
Culebra Cut of the Panama Canal. I even collected specimens of
the surface of the gliding plane which were grooved and polished
by the relative movement of the superincumbent material.
As regards the point which you mentioned, namely that you
felt the sand below you sucking at your foot, and at your hand
when plunged into it, at the time when these movements and
noises were going on: an explanation occurred to me shortly
after our conversation. In the paper which I mentioned to you
by G. H. Darwin (Min. Proc. lust., C.E., vol. hod. (1883), pp.
350-378, On the Horizontal Thrust of a Mass of Sand) it is stated
that, before the sand slipped, the grains elbowed each other aside
so as to assume a more open order than that in which they had
been packed. If the same thing happened when the sand of the
dune started sliding, the air of the interstices would be rarefied
by expansion; its pressure would no longer be equal to the
superincumbent pressure of the atmosphere, and so the foot or
hand immersed in the loose, upper layers would be pressed down
by the atmosphere which was entering to fill the partial vacuum.
These are the ideas which have occurred to me from my recollec-
tion of work done a good many years ago ; but, remembering

